
Advertisement 

"repas"

Magazines - Mens Fashion, GQ

II have selected these two magazines as the primary locations for the                 
advertisement to be displayed. The reasoning for this is because of the          
heritage behind the two. GQ in particular was rst published in 1957 around 
the time when Chanel’s glamour was reignited by the addition of Marylin 
Monroe. Also these two publications are amongst the top 10 most read male 
magazines in the world. This would offer a wide scale spread of the                     
advertisemnent across the globe. 
GQ -GQ - “Focus on fashion, style and culture for men through articles     ranging 
from food to tness, travel to technology.” - I believe this  encompasses the 
concept of ‘Chanel Repas’  and therefore it would be an ideal publication to 
ensure the product would see justied sucess. 
Finally the readers of these magazines are the ideal target market for the 
product which would be ideal for the marketing side of the product. 

Image Selected -
  I have selected an image of the environment of which the product would be in use. Thus giving the advert credibility and entising the reader of the maga-
zine to imagine them selves in the position of the male in the shot. I have also included a male and a female gure in the advert, the male being ‘Brad Pitt’ 
recently announced as the new ‘face of Chanel’ . I have included Brad Pitt as he is instantly recognisable, often thought of as an inspirational gure. The read-
ers of the magazines of which this advert will be included in are the type of aspiring young fashionable persona who are likely to want to try relate to Mr Pitt 
rrather than any random male actor. In addition by inserting a female who is looking towards the camera she is showing her excitement by being cooked for 
in a romantic environment, again this connects with the reader and they can believe they could ignite such emotions into their ancee by purchasing a 
product like the ‘Chanel Repas’.

Layout - 
As the top left of the page is the rst point of contact the reader interacts with the advert I have placed the Brand and the product name in bold to straight 
away gain the interest of the reader. Furthermore by keeping the page clean the essential information of which the reader will need is available. 
This is a predominantly photo based advertisement, incorporating white borders top and bottom, I intended to keep a similar format to the existing chanel 
advertisments however as many of them are for perfumes which are very personal items I believed that this product needed to be focusing on the scenario 
and surroundings rather than soley on the the device. In contrast however, to the Chanel no.5 (above) where the perfume is the main focal point on the 
page. I aimed to show an overall image which would grab the reader as the ick through the magazine,  the connection between the two people in the shot 
andand the device will ensure the reader spends a moment of their time being intrigued as to what the product was for.  The main body of water to the right of 
the page gives the opportunity to adjust the layout and balance out the advertisment by positioning the product and main character to the left . The tag 
line is spread across the centreline again balancing the page and nally revealing what the product is for. 

Colours - 
Keeping in line with the current and past Chanel advertisements the overall theme and colour of this advert is black and white. This plain look background 
allows the product to shine from the page and draw the readers eye to the focal area of importance. 

Logo position - 
The Chanel Logo is positioned centrally at the bottom of the page to show balance throughout the advert. This also attracts the readers eye to the tag line 
at the bottom of the page, the tag line being subtle in white which almost blends into the sand. By not enlarging this it is noticable yet not overly bold which 
is effective as the user is again intregued as to what it says.

Format - 
The advertisment is formatted to an A4 page which will be inserted to a standard issue magazine. The reason for this 
was to keep the product and the main persona the sole focal point as opposed to having a double page A3 spread 
which i believed would lose the device and main character within the vast landscape image of a beach environment. 
By using this format the beach environment is clear yet not overwhelming and keeps the user interested in the     
product rather than an ae inspiring environment. 

'”An essential cooking device for the modern man”


